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Abstract—A solid-state transformer is a three-phase ac/ac con-
verter with a high-frequency transformer. Due to advanced fea-
tures like high power density, on demand var support and fre-
quency regulation, solid-state transformer is an enabling technol-
ogy for the modern power distribution system. It can also find
application in high-power-density motor drives. The single-stage
solid-state transformer considered in this paper is capable of bidi-
rectional power flow and open loop power factor correction. This
topology uses a minimum amount of copper and has relatively few
semiconductor switches. One major problem in this converter is
the commutation of leakage energy which results in power loss,
reduction in switching frequency, loss of output voltage, and ad-
ditional common-mode voltage switching. This paper presents a
source-based commutation strategy along with a novel modulation
technique resulting in 1) elimination of additional snubber circuits,
2) minimization of the frequency of leakage inductance commuta-
tion, 3) recovery of the leakage energy, and 4) soft switching of
the output converter. The topology and its proposed control have
been analyzed. Simulation and experimental results confirm the
operation.

Index Terms—High-frequency transformer (HFT), indirect
modulation, leakage commutation, matrix converter, PWM AC
drive, solid-state transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER transformers are an integral part of the electric
power system. Increasing the frequency of operation of a

power transformer above the grid frequency results in consider-
able reduction in the size, weight, and cost. Due to the availabil-
ity of advanced magnetic material (nanocrystalline) with very
low loss density and high saturation flux density, it is possible
to design high-frequency transformers (HFT) with comparable
efficiency [1], [2]. The recent advancements in power semicon-
ductor technology have resulted in the development of high-
voltage and high-current devices capable of switching at a high
frequency and have relatively low conduction loss [3]. These
developments have enabled the possible realization of HFT link
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ac/ac power converters, known as power electronic transformers
(PET) or solid-state transformers (SST) [4]. SSTs can be em-
ployed in modern power distribution systems due to advanced
features like voltage and frequency control, reactive power sup-
port, etc. [5]–[7]. Another major area of application is high-
power-density electric motor drives, for example, in 1) electric
traction [8]–[10], 2) wind power [11], [12], and 3) medium
voltage ASDs [13].

Extensive classification of different types of SSTs can be
found in [14] and [15]. Two-stage SSTs (ac–dc–ac) are of two
kinds: high-voltage dc link (HVDC) [16] and low-voltage dc
link (LVDC) [8]–[10]. A three-stage SST (ac–dc–dc–ac) has a
high-frequency link dc/dc converter [17]–[19]. Multistage SSTs
have the advantage of interfacing with renewable energy sources
or storage systems with the available dc link [20]. Due to their
multistage configuration, these topologies usually experience
reduction in efficiency, reliability, and power density.

Single-stage single-phase ac/ac SSTs (based on full-bridge
[21]–[23] or fly-back converters [24]) are fixed frequency and
do not provide power factor correction [14], [25]. Single-stage
resonant-based three-phase SST can be found in [26] and [27].
Qin and Kimball [28] and Shah et al. [29] present dual active
bridge (DAB) converter-based SSTs. Resonant and DAB-based
converters have the limitations of higher conduction loss and
limited soft-switching range. DAB suffers larger turn-off loss
compared to a resonant-based topology due to larger current at
the time of switching.

Three-phase single-stage SSTs are primarily based on matrix
converters [30] and provide an all silicon solution with grid
power factor control and adjustable magnitude and frequency
PWM voltage generation.

These types of SSTs can be broadly classified into three
groups. Fig. 1 shows the topology of the first type of SST. It has
a bank of three HFTs. The grid or the primary side of the HFTs
has two windings connected in a push–pull structure, achieved
by two three-phase diode bridges and two IGBTs S1 and S2 . S1
and S2 operate in a complementary fashion with 50% duty cycle
to chop the input ac grid voltage to a high-frequency ac. The
load-side converter operates as a matrix converter to generate
three-phase PWM ac at the load end. Reduced switch count (20
IGBTs, but uses a relatively large number of diodes) and soft
switching of the grid-side converter are important advantages of
this topology [31].

Fig. 2 presents the circuit diagram of the second type of
SST. The primary or grid-side converter turns the input ac to an
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of type-1 SST.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of type-2 SST.

adjustable magnitude and frequency PWM ac and then inverts it
to generate a 50% duty cycle modulated virtual high-frequency
ac. The secondary side of the HFTs is connected to the load
in a full-bridge structure that rectifies the high-frequency ac to
apply the PWM ac generated by the primary-side converter to
the load. The modulation is done in the primary side in order to
minimize the effect of the commutation of leakage energy along
with suppression of the switching common-mode voltage. A
major disadvantage of this topology is its large switch count (48
IGBTs), [32].

The third type of SST has been proposed in [33]. A variation
of this topology can be found in [34]. This particular type of
SST is shown in Fig. 3 and is the focus of this paper. This paper
identifies a connection of this topology with indirect matrix
converter [35], [36]. In this type of SST, the virtual dc link of an
indirect matrix converter is chopped with a 50% duty-cycle by
the grid-side converter and passed through a single-phase HFT.
The load-side converter first rectifies the high-frequency ac to

get back the virtual dc and then inverts it to generate adjustable
frequency and magnitude PWM ac at the load end. First, two
types of SSTs use a bank of three single-phase three-winding
transformers, where two of the windings are used only 50% of
time (see Figs. 1 and 2). Due to the use of only one two-winding
transformer the SST based on indirect modulation requires least
amount of copper. It also has a fairly low switch count of 24
IGBTs. Unlike the second type of SST suppression of switching
common-mode voltage is not possible in this type of SST.

The windings of the HFT have leakage inductance. Due to
the inductive nature of the three-phase load, any switching tran-
sition of the load-side converter needs commutation of leakage
energy resulting in output voltage loss, common-mode voltage
switching, and ultimately reduction in switching frequency. In
this paper, a novel PWM technique has been developed to min-
imize the frequency of leakage commutation by minimizing the
switching of the load-side converter. The proposed switching
strategy reduces the switching of the load-side converter by one-
third in comparison with the conventional method, [37], [38].

Commutation of leakage energy by additional snubber cir-
cuits leads to loss of the leakage energy and reduction in reli-
ability and power density. Source-based commutation of leak-
age energy has been implemented for high-frequency link dc/ac
[39], single-phase ac/ac [40], bidirectional rectifier [41], and the
second type of three-phase ac/ac SST [32]. Source-based com-
mutation is not possible in the first type of SST due to push–pull
structure in the primary side [31]. In this paper, a source-based
commutation technique of leakage energy has been developed.
It results in the elimination of additional snubber circuits, soft
switching of the load-side converter, and recovery of the leakage
energy.

The content of this paper was first appeared in [42]. In this
paper: 1) section I is rewritten to include the recent literature;
2) modulation strategy (see Section II) has been improved for
further reduction in the number of switching of the grid-side
converter; 3) section III on commutation has been expanded
to include further analysis; and 4) section IV presents the key
simulation and experimental results confirming the proposed
advantages.

II. MODULATION

This section presents a detailed description of the generation
of adjustable frequency and amplitude three-phase PWM ac
voltage at the load end. The modulation strategy presented here
results in 1) flux balance in the HFT, and 2) minimization of the
frequency of leakage inductance commutation.

The operation of this converter is controlled by two signals
S and C as shown in Fig. 4. Flux balance is achieved over one
complete cycle of signal S in 2Ts period of time. C is related to
the commutation of leakage energy and will be discussed in the
next section. The grid-side converter is modulated to rectify the
input three-phase voltage given in (1) to a virtual dc and then
invert the rectified dc to a high-frequency ac over one period of
signal S. Vi is the peak and ωi is the angular frequency of the
input voltage. (2) gives the corresponding voltage vector. In the
first half of signal S (when it is high or 1), a positive average
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the type-3 SST along with the input filter.

Fig. 4. Control signals.
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Fig. 5. Space vector modulation of the grid-side converter.

voltage is applied across the transformer primary v̄p > 0. v̄p is
the average of the primary winding voltage over a period Ts . In
the second half, when signal S is low v̄p is negative. When S is
1, for a positive power flow (grid to load), the average primary
winding current īp is positive. For a positive power flow (grid
to load), when S is 0, īp is negative

va = Vi cos ωit

vb = Vi cos
(

ωit −
2π

3

)

vc = Vi cos
(

ωit +
2π

3

)
(1)

�V = va + vbe
j 2 π

3 + vce
− j 2 π

3 =
3
2
Vie

jωi t (2)

�Iref = īa + ībe
j 2 π

3 + īce
− j 2 π

3 (3)

�Iref =
3
2
Iie

jωi t =

{
dI1 �I1 + dI2 �I2 S = 1

dI4 �I4 + dI5 �I5 S = 0
(4)

dI1 = mI sin
(π

3
− β1

)
dI4 = mI sin

(π

3
− β2

)

dI2 = mI sin β1 dI5 = mI sin β2 (5)

Let us discuss the case when S = 1 and power flow is positive.
The input current space vector is defined as �I = ia + ibe

j 2 π
3 +

ice
−j 2 π

3 . When īp is positive, the input converter, modulated
as rectifier, produces six active current vectors (�I1 to �I6) and
three zero vectors (see Fig. 5). A switching combination (a, b)
implies that the switches Sap and Sbn are ON in Fig. 3. This
switching state produces a current vector �I1 =

√
3̄ipe

−j π
6 . The

reference input current vector �Iref as shown in (3) is aligned
along the input voltage vector �V to get power factor correction
[see (4)]. The angle between these two vectors can be adjusted
to achieve grid power factor control. If �Iref is in sector 1, as
shown in Fig. 5, two nearest active vectors, in this case �I1 and
�I2 , are used to synthesize �Iref [see (4)]. The corresponding duty
cycles dI1 and dI2 are given in (5). Modulation index mI is
defined as the ratio of the peak of the fundamental component
of the input current Ii to |̄ip |. Considering positive power flow
when S = 0, īp is negative, the current vectors for a particular

Fig. 6. Space vector modulation of the load-side converter.

switching combination reverse its direction. This implies in this
stage �I1 = −

√
3̄ipe

−j π
6 . To produce the same reference input

current vector, we can still use the current space vector diagram
of Fig. 5 and synthesize−�Iref by applying �I4 and �I5 , [see (4) and
(5)]. When power flow is negative, īp < 0 for S = 1 and īp > 0
for S = 0. So if we follow the modulation just described for
positive power flow we will synthesize an input current vector
opposite to �Iref . In case of negative power flow with unity power
factor, the input current vector must be opposite in direction with
respect to the input voltage vector. So for negative power flow, if
we align �Iref still in the direction of �V and follow the modulation
strategy as described for positive power flow we will get power
factor correction.

The load-side converter is modulated to rectify the high-
frequency secondary voltage to a virtual dc and then invert it to
generate balanced three-phase ac voltage of magnitude Vo and
angular frequency ωo . The reference output voltage space vector
is given in (6). When S = 1, the average secondary voltage v̄s

is positive and the allowable eight switching states of the out-
put converter produce six active (�V1 to �V6) and two zero output
voltage vectors, as shown in Fig. 6. A switching state (1 1 0)
indicates switches SAP , SBP , SCN are ON (see Fig. 3) and vec-
tor �V2 = v̄se

j π
3 is applied. If the reference output voltage vector

�Vref is in sector 1, as in Fig. 6, the two adjacent active vectors
�V1 and �V2 are used [see (7) and (8)]. Modulation index mV is
defined as the ratio of the peak of the fundamental component
of the output voltage Vo to |v̄s |. When S = 0, v̄s < 0 and each
voltage vector for a particular switching state of the load-side
converter is reversed. In order to generate same output voltage
vector, we need to synthesize −�Vref by applying vector �V4 and
�V5 in Fig. 6 [see (7) and (8)]

�Vref = v̄A + v̄B e
j 2 π

3 + v̄C e−
j 2 π

3 (6)

�Vref =
3
2
Voe

jωo t =

{
dV1 �V1 + dV2 �V2 , S = 1

dV4 �V4 + dV5 �V5 , S = 0
(7)

dV1 =
√

3mV sin
(π

3
− α1

)
, dV4 =

√
3mV sin

(π

3
− α2

)

dV2 =
√

3mV sin α1 , dV5 =
√

3mV sinα2 (8)

N1 and N2 are the number of turns of the primary and
secondary windings, respectively. This implies transformer
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Fig. 7. Switching sequence for conventional modulation.

relations v̄p

N1
= v̄ s

N2
and īpN1 = īsN2 hold. Assuming no power

loss in the transformer and in both input and output convert-
ers, we get 3

2 ViIi = v̄p īp = v̄s īs = 3
2 VoIo cos θ, where Io is the

peak of the fundamental component of the load current and θo is
the load power factor angle. Using these relations and definitions
of the mI and mV , it is possible to obtain

Vo =
(

N2

N1

)
3
2
mI mV Vi (9)

Ii =
(

N2

N1

)
3
2
mI mV cos θoIo (10)

Each switching transition in the load-side converter requires
commutation of leakage energy. Commutation results in power
loss, loss of output voltage, and increased common-mode volt-
age switching. This also implies reduction in the operating fre-
quency. The modulation of this converter is related to indi-
rect modulation of matrix converter. Consider modulation when
S = 1, the switching signal corresponding to different active
voltage and current vectors over a period Ts for conventional
indirect modulation is shown in Fig. 7, [37], [38]. SI1 goes high
when vector I1 is applied in the grid-side converter. SVz corre-
sponds to the application of zero voltage vector by the load-side
converter. The signal C ′ goes high each time the load-side con-
verter switches. Each switching transition of the load-side con-
verter in Fig. 7 results in switching of one leg. The output-side
converter has three legs, corresponding to three output phases.
For example, switches SAP and SAN forms the leg correspond-
ing to phase A (see Fig. 3). From modulation, SAP and SAN
are switched in a complementary fashion. From Fig. 7, C ′ goes
high six times over one sampling cycle of period Ts . So with
conventional indirect modulation, there will be 12 switching
over one complete cycle of signal S.

This paper proposes an alternative sequence for the appli-
cation of these vectors as described in Fig. 4 leading to mini-
mum switching of the output-side converter. Fig. 4 presents the
switching signals corresponding to each applied active vectors
over one complete cycle of signal S, when both �Iref and �Vref
are in their respective sector 1 as discussed before. The signal C

TABLE I
SWITCHING SIGNALS FOR THE PRIMARY-SIDE CONVERTER

DURING MODULATION

Sector

1 2 3 4 5 6

qa p 1 SI2 0 SIz 0 SI1

qb p 0 SI3 1 SI4 0 SIz

qc p 0 SIz 0 SI5 1 SI6

qa n SIz 0 SI4 1 SI5 0
qb n S I1 0 SIz 0 SI6 1
qc n S I2 1 SI3 0 SIz 0

TABLE II
SWITCHING SIGNALS FOR THE SECONDARY-SIDE CONVERTER

DURING MODULATION

Sector

1 2 3 4 5 6

qA 1 SV2 0 0 SV6 1
qB SV2 1 1 SV4 0 0
qC 0 0 SV4 1 1 SV6

goes high when the load-side converter is switched. From Fig. 4,
it can be observed that the load-side converter is switched only
once in one sampling cycle Ts . For example, when switching
from �V1 to �V2 with S = 1. This results in switching in one leg
(leg B in this case) as compared to six switchings in the con-
ventional method. In the conventional method, (see Fig. 7) for
a particular input current vector say �I1 , the output converter is
switched to apply �V1 and �V2 for dI1dV1 and dI1dV2 fractions
of time, respectively. In the proposed method for a particular
voltage vector in the load-side converter, say �V1 , the grid-side
converter is switched to apply �I1 and �I2 for dV1dI1 and dV1dI2
fractions of time, respectively. The zero vector in the proposed
method is applied using the input converter (SIz , Fig. 4) in
comparison with the conventional method that applies the zero
state using the output converter (SVz , Fig. 7). In the proposed
scheme, the load-side converter switches at the transitions of
signal S. For example, in Fig. 4, when S goes from high to
low, the load-side converter switches from �V2 to �V4 resulting
in the switching of two legs of the load-side converter (phase
A and C). Over one complete cycle of signal S, in comparison
with 12 switchings in the conventional scheme, the proposed
method results in only four switchings. The applied primary
voltage waveform vp shows how flux is balanced over one cycle
of signal S. This figure also shows typical secondary current
waveform. Signal C is related to commutation and described in
detail in the next section.

Given the switching sequence of the output-side converter,
the proposed switching sequence results in minimum number of
switching of the source-side converter. This is an improvement
over the scheme described in [42].

In Fig. 3, qap is the control signal for switch Sap . Tables I
and II show how these signals can be derived from the signals
controlling the application of active and zero vectors during
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modulation. In these tables, sector is determined by the position
of �Iref (for Table I) and of �Vref (for Table II) when S = 1.
Negative of these vectors are used when S = 0. For example,
when S = 1, �Iref is in the first sector and qbn is assigned to SI1 ,
Table I. In this particular case, SI1 is shown in Fig. 4. When
S = 0, −�Iref is in Sector 4 and qbn is assigned to 0.

III. COMMUTATION

Windings of the high-frequency transformer have leakage in-
ductance. The three-phase load is essentially inductive in nature.
So any switching transition in the load-side converter requires
the current through the leakage inductance to change by the
application of suitable voltage across it. This process is referred
as commutation of leakage energy. Commutation by passive
means, using a snubber or clamp circuit, results in power loss.
The modulation method proposed in the previous section min-
imizes the frequency of commutation but does not eliminate
it (one needs to switch the load-side converter). This paper
presents a source-based commutation technique that results in
complete recovery of the leakage energy without the use of ad-
ditional snubber circuits. The source-side converter is switched
to apply the necessary voltage required for commutation. This
process also results in complete soft switching of the load-side
converter.

Over one-half cycle of the signal S, the load-side converter
is switched only once. For example, in Fig. 4, consider the
switching transition from �V1 to �V2 when S = 1 and �V4 to �V5
when S = 0. In this type of transition, the first active vector is
switched to the next active vector in a given sector (sector 1,
�V1 to �V2). This transition results in switching of only one leg of
the load-side converter. In a switching transition from �V1 to �V2 ,
the leg connected to output phase B is switched. The load-side
converter is also switched at the transition of the signal S (see
Fig. 4). In this transition, the load-side converter is switched
from �V2 to �V4 when S goes from 1 to 0 and from �V5 to �V1 when
S goes from 0 to 1. This type of transition require switching of
two legs of the load-side converter. For example, �V2 to �V4 require
switching of legs corresponding to phase A and C. In this type of
transition when two legs switch, we delay the switching signal
of one of the legs, so that we can implement the commutation
due to each leg sequentially one after another. So, commutation
in this paper essentially refers to the process of changing the
current through the leakage inductance when one leg of the load-
side converter switches. Two switches in a particular leg in the
load-side converter are switched in a complementary fashion.
Let us define SX be the switching signal for a leg connected
to the output phase X , where X = A,B,C. SX = 1 implies
SXP is ON and SXN is OFF and SX = 0 implies SXP is OFF
and SXN is ON. Depending on the nature of the transition of
signal SX (1 → 0 or 0 → 1) and the direction of the load current
iX , four cases are possible. Each of the switches in the load-
side converter SXP and SXN is realized by the common-emitter
connection of two IGBTs with antiparallel diodes. These IGBTS
and corresponding diodes are referred as Q1X ,Q2X ,Q3X ,Q4X

and D1X ,D2X ,D3X ,D4X as shown in Fig. 8 for phase B. The
switching signal for these IGBTs for all of these four cases of

Fig. 8. Commutation of leakage energy.

commutation is shown in Fig. 9. Let us discuss the case when
iX > 0 and SX is making a transition from 0 to 1. For example,
consider the case when S = 1 and the load-side converter is
switching from �V1 to �V2 (SB is going from 0 to 1) and assume
iB > 0 at that instant of time (see Fig. 8).

In this analysis, the magnetizing current is neglected and the
transformer is represented as a series combination of reflected
primary Lp(N2

N1
)2 and secondary leakage inductance Ls . The

commutation period is much smaller in comparison with that of
the input voltage and output current waveforms. So the output
inductive load currents and input source voltages can be modeled
as dc sources during commutation, as shown in Fig. 8. The
commutation process can be divided into three distinct steps.

Step 1: As a first step when SB goes from 0 to 1, the non-
conducting IGBT Q4B of the switch SBN that is going out
of conduction is turned OFF. This is a zero voltage switching
(ZVS). Now, the input-side converter is switched to apply the
maximum positive line-to-line voltage available at that time to
the transformer primary. The direction of the applied voltage in
all four cases of commutation is given in Table III. Without any
loss of generality, let us assume this voltage is Vac . We wait in
this state for time td1 , for the primary converter to apply the
required voltage.

Step 2: After a delay of time td1 , the IGBT Q1B which will
be conducting in the upcoming switching state is turned ON. As
the applied primary voltage is positive and the current through
the leakage inductance cannot change instantaneously, the diode
D2B is forward biased and Q1B is turned ON with ZCS. D2B

starts conducting (see Fig. 8). By KCL, (11) and (12) hold.
Neglecting the effect of magnetizing current and voltage drop
across the switches Q1B ,Q3B and diodes D2B ,D4B , it is possi-
ble to obtain (13). Using (11) to (13) and noting vs = Vac(N2

N1
),

we get (14). As the diodes conduct only in one direction this
process comes to a natural end when iD2 becomes IB , iD4 goes
to zero, and the leakage current ilkg becomes IA + IB . This
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Fig. 9. Switching signals of the load-side converter for all four cases of commutation X = A, B, C .

TABLE III
SIGN OF THE PRIMARY WINDING VOLTAGE APPLIED BY THE PRIMARY

CONVERTER DURING COMMUTATION, X = A, B, C

SX iX > 0 iX < 0

1→0 − +
0→1 + −

process takes maximum time, tc as in (15), when maximum
available line-to-line voltage is at its minimum (Vi

√
3
√

3
2 ) and

the load current is at its peak Io . At the end of this step, Q3B is
turned OFF with zero current.

iD2 B
+ iD4 B

= IB (11)

iD2 B
+ IA = ilkg (12)

vs =

[
Lp

(
N2

N1

)2

+ Ls

]
d

dt
ilkg (13)

d

dt
ilkg =

d

dt
iD2 B

= − d

dt
iD4 B

=
Vac

(
N2
N1

)
[
Lp

(
N2
N1

)2
+ Ls

]

(14)

tc =

[
Lp

(
N2
N1

)2
+ Ls

]
Io

1.5Vi

(
N2
N1

) (15)

Step 3: As a last step after a delay td2 , the nonconducting
IGBT Q2B is turned ON with ZVS.

In conclusion, leakage commutation is the process of chang-
ing the current through the leakage inductance at a switching
transition of any one leg of the load-side converter. It is achieved
by the application of suitable voltage by the primary-side con-
verter and controlling the switching of individual IGBTs of the
transitioning leg. This process results in complete recovery of
the leakage energy along with soft switching of the load-side
converter.

Fig. 10. Circuit configuration (a) before commutation and (b) after commu-
tation.

Fig. 11. Experimental setup.

Just before the transition of the load-side converter from �V1
to �V2 , the grid-side converter was applying �I1 , switches Sap and
Sbn are ON in Fig. 3. Fig. 10(a) shows the corresponding circuit
configuration. Fig. 10(b) shows the same configuration after
commutation process is over. During modulation, the leakage
inductance of the transformer comes in series with inductive
load. For example, in Fig. 10(a), it comes in series with load
phase A and in Fig. 10(b) it comes in series with load phase
C. As the leakage inductance is small in comparison with the
load inductance, it can be neglected in the analysis of the circuit
during modulation. In case of an R–L load with load resistance R

and load inductance L, (16) holds, where �Io = īA + īB e
j 2 π

3 +
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS

Ll o a d Rl o a d Lp , Ls Rl k g
N 2
N 1

Vi n fi fs = 1
T s

fo mI mV LF CF

27mH 7Ω 42μH 0.1Ω 1 85V 60 Hz 5kHz 42 Hz 0.8 0.46 0.5mH 13.2μF

Fig. 12. (Top to bottom) Output line current of phase A (CH1) (2 A/div), output line to neutral voltage of phase A (CH3) (50 V/div), primary winding voltage
(CH4) (50 V/div), secondary winding current (CH2) (2 A/div), time 5 ms/div. (a) Simulation. (b) Experimental.

Fig. 13. (Top to bottom) grid line to neutral voltage (CH4) (50 V/div), filtered grid current (CH2) (10 A/div) and time 20 ms/div, FFT of grid current (vertical
axis 0.5 A/div and horizontal axis 2.5 kHz/div). (a) Simulation (b) Experimental.

īC e−
j 2 π

3 is the average output current vector

�Vref = R�Io + L
d

dt
�Io (16)

IV. RESULTS

The topology in Fig. 3 along with the proposed control has
been simulated in MATLAB/Simulink with ideal switches and
experimentally verified on a laboratory prototype. The param-
eters for the simulation and experiments are chosen to be the

same for a direct comparison. This section presents the key
simulation and experimental results.

Fig. 11 shows the experimental setup. Integrated power mod-
ule (IPM) APTGT75DU120TG from Microsemi is used to im-
plement the semiconductor switches. A FPGA-based control
platform (Xilinx XC3S500E) has been used to generate PWM
signals. A high-frequency transformer has been designed with
area product method and fabricated with a Ferrite core. The key
design equations for core and window areas are given by (17)
and (18), respectively. Equation (19) gives an expression for
the rms of the secondary winding current IsRMS . Turns ratio is
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Fig. 14. (Top to bottom) S signal (CH1)(2 V/div), primary voltage (CH4) (200 V/div), secondary current (CH2) (5 A/div), (a) and (b) time 50 μs/div and (c)
and (d) time 10 μs/div. (a) Simulation. (b) Experimental. (c) Simulation. (d) Experimental.

chosen to be unity for simplicity. A balanced R–L load and an
induction machine are used as three-phase loads. A three-phase
LC filter is used to eliminate switching frequency components
from the grid current. Table IV provides the values of different
relevant parameters for simulation and experiment. The commu-
tation interval calculated from (15) is 2.6 μs. A commutation
interval of 4μs is chosen for safe operation

Ac =
3mI Vi

4BpkfsN1
(17)

AW KW =
2IsRMSN2

J
(18)

I2
sRMS =

I2
o

8π
[4π + 9 + 3

√
3

+ mV (3 cos 2θo − 5
√

3 sin 2θo)] (19)

All the results are with series R–L load except the one specif-
ically mentioned, is with induction motor (IM). Fig. 12 shows
output line current along with line to neutral voltage of phase A.
It also shows primary winding voltage and secondary winding
current. The peak of the load current obtained from simulation
is 4.3 A. A slightly lower peak of 4.15 A in the experimentally
observed waveform can be attributed to the voltage drop across

the semiconductor switches. Fig. 13 (top) shows the filtered
grid line current of phase a along with the corresponding line
to neutral voltage. This confirms input power factor correction
(power factor = 0.99). Fig. 13 (bottom) presents the frequency
spectrum of the grid current. A 1.56 A peak of the experimen-
tally observed grid current waveform closely matches with its
analytical prediction of 1.6 A, (10). The observed THD of the
grid current is 2.8% from simulation and 3.1% from experiment.
The experimentally observed efficiency is 92.22%.

The next set of results correspond to source-based commu-
tation of leakage energy. Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows the voltage
across the transformer primary winding along with secondary
winding current (this is the current through the leakage induc-
tance) over one cycle of the signal S. The maximum line-to-line
voltage is applied by the input converter during commutation
(when the secondary current has been changed). Fig. 14(c) and
(d) shows a zoomed-in version of Fig. 14(a) and (b) during
the transition of the signal S. The leakage inductor current
linearly changes as expected from the analysis. The slope of
the secondary winding current (experimentally observed value
1.6 A/μ) during commutation closely matches with its analyt-
ical prediction [see (14)]. A slight overshoot in the secondary
current just after the commutation is due to the reverse recovery
of an antiparallel diode in the secondary-side converter. Fig. 15
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Fig. 15. (Top to bottom) primary voltage (CH3)(100 V/div) and transformer magnetizing current(0.2 A/div), time 200 μs/div. (a) Simulation. (b) Experimental.

Fig. 16. Motor results: (top to bottom) Output line current phase A (CH1),
phase B (CH2) and phase C (CH4) (2 A/div), input line to neutral voltage
(CH3)(20 V/div), time 20 ms/div.

shows the primary voltage of the transformer along with the
magnetizing current (obtained by taking a difference of primary
and secondary current and turns ratio of the HFT is unity). This
confirms flux balance.

A 1-hp, three-phase 230/460 V, 60-Hz four pole IM with a
dc generator load is run in V

f mode with an output frequency of
11 Hz. Fig. 16 shows three balanced output motor line currents
along with input line to neutral voltage of phase A.

The conventional modulation described in Section II has been
implemented with same parameters as shown in Table IV. The
leakage inductance commutation during the switching of the
output converter is done through an external clamp circuit and
each leg in the load-side converter is switched with a dead-time
of 4 μs (same as the commutation time set for the proposed
modulation). Fig. 17 shows the instantaneous output line to
neutral voltage of output phase A over one cycle of signal S
for proposed and conventional modulation. These plots show
substantially increased number of spikes in the line to neural
voltage for the conventional method in comparison with the
proposed technique. Substantial reduction in the fundamental

Fig. 17. Comparison results: (top to bottom) Signal S (0.5 V/div), output
line to neutral voltage for proposed scheme and same for conventional scheme
(50 V/div), time 50 μs/div.

Fig. 18. Comparison results: (top to bottom) FFT of the output line to neutral
voltage for proposed method (5 V/div), FFT of the same voltage for conventional
scheme (vertical axis-5 V/div, horizontal axis-2.5 kHz/div).

Fig. 19. Output line current of phase A for conventional modulation scheme
(2 A/div).

component of the output voltage can be seen from the FFT of
the output voltages in Fig. 18. This results in a lower peak of the
load current (2.97 A) for the conventional scheme (see Fig. 19).
So there is a 28.43 % reduction in the fundamental component
of the output voltage.
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V. CONCLUSION

The ac/ac power electronic transformer discussed in this
paper has the following advantages: 1) high power density,
2) isolation, 3) single-stage bidirectional power conversion, 4)
input power factor correction, 5) fewer semiconductor switches,
and 6) minimum use of copper. One disadvantage of this topol-
ogy is switching common-mode voltage and is an area of fur-
ther research. In this paper, a novel modulation method along
with a commutation technique has been proposed. This not only
preserves all of the previously mentioned advantages but also
results in 1) commutation of leakage energy without using any
additional snubber circuits, 2) recovery of the leakage energy,
3) soft switching of output converter, and 4) minimization of
the frequency of leakage inductance commutation which leads
to less output voltage loss and increased frequency of operation.
One shortcoming of the proposed commutation method is that it
requires additional hard switching of the source-side converter.
Experimental and simulation results confirm the operation of
this converter topology with the proposed control.

APPENDIX

A. Commutation With Clamp Circuit

The source-based commutation presented in Section III re-
quires hard-switching of the grid-side converter. In certain ap-
plications, where the grid voltage is high, the primary-side
converter may consist of relatively slow speed devices leading
to considerable amount of switching loss. On the other hand,
source-based commutation results in soft-switching of the load-
side converter along with complete recovery of leakage energy.
So purely from the loss point of view, the given application
needs to be evaluated for both with and without source-based
commutation. The alternative to source-based commutation is to
use a snubber or clamp circuit. Commutation of leakage energy
with a passive clamp circuit not only results in hard-switching of
the load-side converter along with the loss of leakage energy, it
also requires additional circuitry. The following analysis shows
how to compute the energy lost in a passive clamp circuit. It
also shows that to keep the commutation time within certain
limits, the clamp voltage may have to be maintained at a higher
value leading to higher blocking voltage rating of the switches
in the load-side converter or alternatively reduce the frequency
of operation.

Let us consider the case described in the commutation section,
in the load-side converter the leg corresponding to output phase
B is switching from bottom to top and currents IA and IB are
positive (see Fig. 20). From modulation, voltage vPN = vab

N2
N1

.
As a first step, we turn OFF Q4B and turn ON Q1B . If vP N is
positive, the commutation will start as described in Section III,
but the magnitude of voltage vPN may not be enough to finish
the commutation before switch Q3B is turned OFF. This will
lead to the activation of the clamp circuit and hard-switching
of Q3B . If vPN is negative, the commutation process will not
start. Turning OFF of Q3B will be hard-switched and it will
activate the clamp circuit (see Fig. 20), and the current through
the leakage inductance will start changing. In this stage, (20)

Fig. 20. Commutation with clamp circuit.

holds. ilkg at the beginning of this process is IA . Solving (20)
we get (21). The commutation process will be over when ilkg

changes from IA to IA + IB . So the commutation time is given
in (22). The clamp voltage Vc must be greater than |vPN |. To
limit the commutation time, Vc must be considerably higher than
the reflected maximum input line-to-line voltage. The switches
in the load-side converter must be rated to block the clamp
voltage Vc . Equation (23) gives an estimation of the energy lost
in the clamp circuit for this particular example

[
Lp

(
N2

N1

)2

+ Ls

]
d

dt
ilkg = Vc + vPN (20)

ilkg (t) = IA +
Vc + vPN[

Lp

(
N2
N1

)2
+ Ls

] t (21)

tcom =

[
Lp

(
N2
N1

)2
+ Ls

]
IB

Vc + vPN
(22)

∫ tc o m

0
Vc(IA + IB − ilkg (t))dt

=
1
2

[
Lp

(
N2

N1

)2

+ Ls

]
I2
B

(
Vc

Vc + vPN

)
(23)
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